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(Transcribed from tape recording by FO 9-22-52)
Lecture given Sept . 21, 1952, by FF%T

Last Sunday we covered j' preliminary ground

in which we became, presumptively)more familiar with the

meaning of the word "finite", and we )perhaps,all had scone

experience of'an enlargement of our previously existent

ideas as to how big finite can be . As a matter of fact •

we did not deal with any conceptions that-were really

difficult at all . The difficulty was in the domain of

trying to expand the perceptual imagination, to grasp

notions which conceptually are'rather simple . One lesson

that should have come out of that experience is this, that

the perceptual power is very definitely restricted .. In

what we shall do tonight we 1 have to drop the perceptual

power and operate with other cognitive powers . I shall

outline three cognitive facets or powers .

First of all, perception,. which we shall understand

as the cognitive aspect of sensuous experience . The impressions
b.c,o M'

we get from the world g . organized more or less automatically,

into what we call percepts , which are characterized by these

qualities, that they are concrete and particular, they are

also definitely finite in their limitations . Last Sunday we

, p gy .

thing of the meaning of the googolplex, or'ts _t_o~

The second cognitive1 a rett bi number

1D a
sought to expand perceptual imagination so as to prasp some-0

6, -a

power we l call conception . It is a cognitive power .4 a
: f lo fkat

is non- sensuous in its purity however much in common usage

it may be more or less confusedly blended with perception,

,n its purity and in its most efficient operation it achieves
~~L2r

a high degree of freedom fro
A
m restriction5of the perceptual

consciousness . It is characterized by generality , impersonality,
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and definitiveness . / these featuresare present in variable

re,
degrees as among different concepts x in their highest develop-

mart we get an extreme generality and an extreme definitiveness

and it is on that level that mathematics exists . The third

form of cognition is one that is practically without recognition

in the vast bulk of western philosophy and psychology, but not

totally without recognition . There are at least references' .
Jf 1 t

among the German idealists that point to it . By introceptirn

I mean a cognitive power which transcends the subject- object

relationship , but, like : perce tion, its content , if may use

that term, is concrete , but, like unto conception its content

is completely universal , not particular . Its key word is

.Light . You might call it cognition as'pure sight . In its

purity it operates only in the domain of the infinite . It

can be Realized, and when Realized in its purity) the sensuous
~r

or perceptual world drops away), vanishes, and likewise the

conceptual world drops away and vanishes . There are possi-

bilities of an interblending between these three cognitive
inter-

components . In our work last Sunday we dealt with an1lending
vv ,V_ d ,P,a,J * J* W i'

between perception and conception ; in other words) a domain

that is familiar , ore or less , to everyone . Tonight, ass~tia~ 7
far as may be , we w± attempt to drop the perceptual com-

ponent and its CONCI'z _ya') to journey on into theJ

domains in which we propose to enter , and we ' ll see if we

cannot in some measure effect a fusion of the introceptual

with the conceptual .

I may say this about the vast majority of mathematicians

tit they operate on the level of the conceptual, freed from

the perceptual, but without the light of the introceptual .

When you have the :fus±bn of the introceptual and the conceptual,



you have a different domain from that which is familiar

to most mathematicians . You have spontaneous luminousness

combined with the principle of organization . Now, we have

before us a far more difficult task than that of trying to

comprehend the googalplex. Let us consider the totality of

all natural numbers ; th9se consist of -e-imp-ly the positiv e

integers, the one, two, three, four, and so on beyond all

limits . One number and only one in that series is the googal,

and another one is the googalplex . Consider this whole'series

as one entity , that means consider all possible integers

whatsoever, and remember there is no such thing as a last
-- A NA

integerjrace that totality as one entity . Now, you cannot

embrace it in the sense. of putting a circle around it . You

could in principle put a circle,around the googalplex . The

embracing has to be done in another way .

it the arms held out this way with an

a closed circle]
bus

Let us say, symbolize (

open space not making

the arms defining a zone

open space indicating a limitlessness .

in one sense, the

But the task
10 ,e_ ,Q d 4-Q arc

a the conceptual imagination now is to grasp that

totality as just one entity . We'll have to go further than

that . We are indebted to two German mathematicians of the

last century for the definite defining and characterization

of the infinite . These two are Dedekind and George Cantor .

It is noteworthy in the work of Dedekind, in his essay on

"The Nature and Meaning of Number", that you hardly ever see

I

in that essay our ordinary numbers at all . It is an essay

about sets and classes , about the primary ideas , in the mind,, .

and theorem after theorem developing . from that simple material,

derives the most fundamental properties of number . Some 'of

these we spoke of last Sunday .
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Number grows out of the establishing of a one - to-one
1-at6tSu.N WY r , ,i 5-p)-oceSs

correlation between tw classes . We took back to the
o\,/V~ A

stage of the infant
"A
the primitive ; we saw how correlation

probably first was made with the fingers of the hand and

is
of number as we have them were born . That/fundamental counting

various objects, later with pebbles and various classes of

objects like sheep, and so on . That was before notions

That is fundamental 'number . The basic notion upon which we

build is that we can call two classes similar , or,in ordinary

language, equal , when we can set up a one - to-one correlation

between the two classes so that there are none left over in

either class , Thus , if there were 5 coins and 5 pebbles,
word five or the

we . could set up , even if we didn't know the /number five - that
V i /Y ~/o f '00-

notion 4 -'-t 'been born; we could draw a line between a pebble
,eJtc°/

and a coin and a pebble and a coinand exhaust the two classes

at the same moment . When that happens we say they have the
bk i /vc

same cardinality,,,.~ .the cardinal number, - ireh I& the quantity
W i,ad '

number rather than the order number . ABetter get used to the

of an #oloistic mathematic .- just some preliminary ideas .

word cardinality because we are dealing with notions that are
I /V e )-c eLlIet-f foiu

very fundamental . And just as an at this point.,

I may next Sunday or sometime later deal with some preliminary

efforts along the line of what we might call a construction

To achieve any understanding of even the initial idea, you

have to grasp the .conceptiona with which we are dealing tonight .

The reasons for that will later appear . But now we are going .

to note the property that 'is peculiar of our class of numbers .

5 a dotted line afterwards which'meansI put down", l ,2

it goes on forever) And I ' m going

which will be the doubling of each

1 2 3 4 5
2 4 6 8 to

to put another line below,

of the first numbers .

s~v~,-~ d a SQ3

w ,_ ; ; w 9 0,V -rJt.=0..



Now here is a very important point . We,can set up a one-to-

one correlation between these two classes or sets -

i_ -he e - hat's counting . If there are, jus t as many in

one set as there are in the other, they - the same cardinality .
Mot

Now, isnnk ct itA evident to you, that no matter how far we go, in
!hl ~~.2$~CnNe' Se,t

the first set we . will always have a number corresponding to
ftrst a

each number in set , e~orrespon
1
di~ ng to f

any number "n" o.uer-here, there will be a "2n" .. There

will always be a 2n corresponding to the n ; therefore there, are

just as many numbers, dust as mapy elements, in the second set

ano they important fact -as there are in the first s-et . ButA

every element in the second set is to be found in the first set .

Two is found fiver here, four over here , six over in there, and

so onI Yet there are elements in the first set that are not
5 et

found in the second . One is not found in the second , three is
/lv'11 4 SecoN~(5 .

not, in fact, every odd number is not? found . There are just
A

as many in one set as the other ; the totality of elements in

the second set is the same as the totality of elements in the

first set . They have the same cardinalty . The second set is

a sub - set of this, because all of it is found in that, but
iff IIt, -e, f i1-6 f s :a.-k filti~ ~ g cow el s ~~- .
not all-ofVVfi t is found in s . Now that quality , that property,

is the definition of an infinite class . An infinite class is a

class which has one or more partsp_proper parts,which have the

same cardinality, that's the same number.,.Aotality, as the whole .

asame

.whole .

as

That is never true of any finite collection, or finite

~ -~class . You take a proper part of a googal, for i stance, you ~a
QNck

~, a sub-set pf 100, out of that googal' the googal will
IN Cis coreA 9MMc~,l1ty

be reduced by. that 100 You can't set up a one-to-one correlation .



It does not have a proper part, which has as many elements

in it as the'whole . Only infinite classes or' sets-have this

property .

Now,- there are some very wonderful things you can do

with our integers . Would you believe that you could count

with the integers all the rational fractions? Just consider

the rational fractions between zero and one . It is obvious,
-cx.'I'•' c i o ii. a.) i(l1

.isn't it, at once that there is an infinity of them in the-- e :̀'-

One over a- googalplex would be one of the fractions in there,

one-half, one-third, all the fractions with one in the ;.numerator

and any number in the denominator, and several with7larger

number than one in the numerator, and that between one and two

you find a s imi ar infinity, and so
0

whatsoever the whole series .

of fractions between every one .

nc nYp i s 1 0 0 »2

a' CONTI UoL-t S
11 -on between integers'

You would have an infinity

Is that clear? one o

Now what we pro ose to do is to count thg sum-total of

all fractions in the ^number system that gne.s out to infinity.
-Z14nA,¢ N ~.S

What do we have to do to do that? ;,, We have to order e~ in
Wilt edu,Nti/vcl

a definitive way, such that we" 14 be sure of picking „p every

fraction whatsoever . Think about it . How would you go about

that? How would you start a system that would enable you to

know certainly that in that system you had all of your numb ers, -

rational num ers , fractions and i tegers , so ordered that you
aNA J/, .,VeW-r1_Q,"~ y0 OT-HtiQMgjj

had, them al . Now you could start from zero and say--y-eu tLe fv

take the next fraction . It wouldn ' t be one-half, it wouldn't

be one over a googal , it wo ldn't be one over a googalplex .
I rc. cli o.V S

There '^s& an infinity ofhth-emm between a googalplex and zero .

Now we want to try to order ,4o hat we can s tart counting .

You can" count until you can order , ~It ; o happens-that.



this is worked out in a very clever,,, and a- rather simple
NLrolq

way. Let us write , the numbers in this fadlon,; . ~ ,- -b„

You write every number as a fraction . Start in here, one

over one ,. Now the numerator will always be ones on this line .

The denominator will correspond to the number there - one over

three, one over four, on to infinity . Down here we will have

two over one , two over two , two over three, two over four,

and we'll have three over one, three over two , three over three,

three over four . Down here we have four over one , four over

two, four over three, four over four, and so on . Well, you

follow that system out clear, to,' infinity . in every

direction - and you .will get every fraction that there is in

an orderly arrangement , including every whole number . One over
a

one reduces to/whole number, two over two reduces to one,

three over one reduces to three . You will have every integer ;

.positive integer, you will have every fraction whatsoever

somewhere in that system, and they are nicely ordered . This

will show right here . All of these continue on to infinity -

this way and that way . Suppose we start and instead of writing

it that way we write it one and a comma and one ; that stands

for that fraction ; it is just a~different way of writing it .

From here we go over here . We write ( 1,2)and then we come down

here on a diagnnal and pick that up, we-get (2 .,l) . Then we

go back over here and we get ( 1,3), we get ( 2,2), and (3,1)

and so on, and then we can set up a one -to-one correlation .

One - tied in here . This is the second one . This is the

counting process . This series , you can write this very simply

now, if you notice certain rules . The sum of the two keeps

ascending . There'll be some with the same sum, that is, in

here one and two are three and t . w - : o and one are three . You

write them in the order of the ascending numerators, hence

you have perfect order . You see , this numerator is low, this
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a

one is larger ; then you take the ascending numerators here,

the first number being the numerator in each case , the second

number being the denominator in each fraction . Now you see

that here you will actually pick up every rational fraction

there is, that you have given to it a definite order, and that

now you can count it . And no matter how far you go out here,

you always have a whole number , an integer-that will correspond

to your rational fraction ; hence there are enough integers to

count not only all the integers, but. all the integers and all

infinite now ' not the mathe atics of finite

the rational fractions in addition:. This is mathematics of the,
MM 46 J S . sr {A S SOS

It'*s a different n~ a Mental process 4 t(ut it just so

happens that this correlates and gives a rational pattern to)

many reports from mystical experience ---experiences that as
appear too the ordinary consciousness as quite irrational wen

o rd rcc,r e
they are formulated . When you use this kind of logic-, they

11,,'l s i s w k a_
fall into a cpmp ehensib e and rational form . That a whe e

1S Ls &kS Si oN,o9"`1L s-t N-) )V ((SO,°/7Ulp°'r~ CIt. Not
t e~ mp r}ance of this n fact you doxit have to
If v 'Y ,2

say-thinking has to stop when 3 get; over into at least some
at

dimension)of the-Transcendent We are dealing with an Lns~t..~rw- ~

ment that enables us to carry a kind of thinking over A'-~t-` s

ne

ceme•s--l=.

mn.o g lowing this kind- „~ „.g ;, ,7

what we are using here in our one-to-:one correlation .

is precisely what primitive man did when he counted with his

firgrs . And if you are justified in saying that if you get

a correspondence with these five fingers certain objects, ~~

y r ~, they have the ame card ality?
T'1~en .~~;15o~~vmu arm-~jSGS~~ i~l 11V vduybvq .e, vrCa,6,'7y o a11 .~,at, ro~a .- '

1 rhble numbe s plus rat nal fractions an be c unted by

rig dly, we can s y of this se ies here that i has th same

car finality as .t t . The se ies or collecti n consi/ting of

t[d_Llfej Lne same prugess, exae&iy p ne stone process/, Jusi Up • e
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You've got to forget all the rules that held in your

ordinary grammar--school arithmetic . This is another domain .

Now this infinite, an infinite like this that can be counted,

is called a denumerable infinite . The idea is .that if you

could count'for an infinite time you could count them all ..

Later we will have to consider the infinites that cannot

.be counted .

havV another ~hing . T

Thi.(As no seje yet . Tie next
IV e 7-e. HO tA_

will rs-t p ;r' t out the

that not-only the whole

algebraic numbers can

fact that ancc
o rational

,o

b

4?

further proof was made ..t'"
also

numbers
)
but Athe whole of fl'

be counted . Algebraic numbers include

all rational numbers, plus.a large number of irrationals

like the square root of two and imaginaries like the square

root-, of minus one, or complex numbers like ,,,,,,,

b., They are numbers the technical1 .tNi u_ Tdefinition of which you probably wouldn- '-t understand, would&-t hidr

be expected to understand . But they are the numbers that can

be the solution of algebraic equations of any degree having

integral coefficients . The clasps of numbers is so large that
P Owv -9-,0 1' g pcta -R-- . ,

we ordinarily represent them by atwo-dimensional
~1

0

v

0

put our ordinary r}umbers, which Ye call commonly the reel \ d

the minus numl~~rs in the op/site direction , and .;4e have on

numbers, just a f ame, and so n (demonstrating) .- no we have 4

this vertica,a line me iginary numbers . We gave minus I

the square /root of min,iZs one, minus two tim,ds the square root

of minus/one, minus/three times the squaz'e root of minus one,

bn indefirr1tely in each case, ,Find out here we would

have points in' space . This number/would consist of three -

Ione,underneath like that, plus two into the square root or

minus one - that is called a/complex number - and this -space Ce



done by the method illustrated in figure

Fig.

wo lines are drawn at right-angles to each other, one horizontal,

the other vertical, as in the rectilinear co-ordinate system . An

-arbitrary distance along each line is given the value of unity and

the integers associated with multiples of this unit, positive .-

integers to the right and negative integers to the left, on the

'horizontal line .- Fractions,` such as , and the 'ordinary irrationals,

. Integers . The immaginary numbers ----involving multiples of V-1

such as V22, `are associated with their' appropriate points between the

are similiarly associated with points on the-vertical line,,with

fractional and irrational multipliers appearing in their-appropriate

positions . The numbers appearing on the horizontal line are known

as "real" numbers, on the vertical line as"immaginary" numbers .

Numbers which are formed as an algebraic sum of a real and+an

immaginary number are called "complex" numbers by points of the

plane, as indicated in figure I .

Numbers of the foregoing type ,can, • .in general,, be solutions of
s



of algebraic: equations . I, is clear that we have now added

.e several' 'infinite classes ,to the class of the.''positive rational

,numbers, i .e ., the negative .' rational-number, .the ordinary, :

irrationals,,the immaginaries=and the 'complex, Yet`

Caritor .prov,ed-,by a method which we shall riot review here, that

the .' sum-total of, all these numbers, which can - be . solutions of

algebraic equations, can be ordered in such ,a way .that a one

to-.one correlation can be set 'up between them and the sum -total .

of positive integers . Hence.the totality of-all these numbers



wo u.l d f i l l al l full wi cry p oble numb, with

;be solutions of algeb ale equatio can be count d by the ""' -.i

rational tegers . We won't t to do anythin more than

just state that fact .

But we come now to the next step : A proof, although
I'

there is at this point, some difference of opinion, that you
I..

cannot count the total of all real numbers . Real numbers

0N-R,

consist of those that- are not ipiaginary like our integers,

like out fraction ;

the

a n

d

gebra c ua ons th Z

-4L--4- - e eeff : ~a ei~e, gut the real numbers include numbers + G,.IF u r~
like 2.t, the ratio : of the diameter tq the circ~;~}ference of

.,u vv k i J- M 'Auc. ' b -e, 1/V `Y i tT$ -~ ~- .
a circle, and ~!, A r~+~mY~aY+a Yen th 11111 :11 :11 :51: ~~AS'iyii rati

~4~ '6~ Tn Q

~{"10 1 a)
°total of all these numbers that can

th power . o numbers of enormous

importance , s P-i- you can appreciate . J 1\ the base of our

natural system of .logarithms, butYmore important than that

in one respect] It is found wherever you study the phenomena

of life . Get the statistical data connected with anything

that is living, draw your curves that correspo 4 to your~y,s ~
statistical data giving your life cycle, the'Rurve when~

b
reduced to a formula or to an expression ,always involves

J .
the number `9. There is some mystery in that . But ri -is/\ the

number of life . Now and P/t are transcendental numbers .

That means technically that they cannot be solutions of

algebraic equations having integral coefficients . At the time

of Cantor these were the only transcendentals definitely known .

nof rresentiway g/ .._ . v ... . I- - .a'

(tiN
Aall of the simple irrationals , S'-ia~

and so one °~ o ti,p~~ had T „- e

But his proof was
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-krGLI~Sc~h'~~1~tta~S

o n to infini_t_y and when you get t

that are so much more numerous that

o e nubs- they cannot be counted .
S Mg.I1 --)Ca-M p 1 .rz

Now here i s a I t tl-e-q t of proof that.~,~ p, o y 5
0

,jl]..a t n a big a s the_.J .

VWC CL~^ ~--eSsNtJ. ck W 1 i,

t w o CL I A

nnmA

W IL~,V c 6 t l

wne

is sometimes used in higher mathematics. the problem

A~ of orderingall the real numbers0 jk that doe s& mean merely

the rational numbers, integers and fractions which it is easy
wZ

to order , but now are going to try, to order all the real

numbers . That means ye would have to
ge every irrational1S'

and every transcendental there d-b-e . It is an impossible
APO vv tom,-/

order,, K j'here is no way of doing it .- at least' that a human

mind can envisage . Cantor suspected that the number of real
v

numbers was so .great that „yau could not count them , even with

an infinity of integers . Now let us consider the region from

zero to one . If we could prove that y4)u- could not count all
Fem,

of the real n bers between zero and one then obviously -
• €. I/v ,P-55c11/ . real

~~ '-t count all the/numbers from

from zero

we have to consider, if, we are going to prove they cart be

counted, is the region
IV (A M )mss.•r

terminating decima4 .

non-terminating, most

decimal, ' which i s

X99999 r 9{s_gawaRc

A
.

I
meso we assz an order exists ' We write our first number

Thus,

mfl rrr._ 434 as

to

5 - 201 VV l l ~ti & 117 - ! 1-6-
G A+ u w[

, -the reasoning that

zero to infinity* io all

n
one . Let us take everya,Nd it-
3fis write t as non-

some are naturally
w-O-

of them would be,, and t f y had a
. tPh,2N w 2 \/V`1.& / . L
"complete , in the: non-terminating form

So you can write every one
flu .ec .Q,of these,

terminating decimals or fractions in a non-terminating form .

We are going to write all the numbers between zero
61j S nt 6 -(:= J'V 0 G

and one in a non-terminating form ; y-et'we can.-t find an order,

let us use letters to represent the digits in our fractions

we have a-sub - one, a-sub,-two, a-sub-three , and so on to infinity

CA P 6,9"0--

I'



Then we"compose . a' Table in which' we represent the infinity of

non-terminating decimals by,employing-letters with subscripts

to stand-for the digits in 'each kdedimal, as is given in Table III .

1 0 .
2 "0.b

clc3 t0 C`
4 o, dldo
7.u, ele2e3e4

We set up this Table as indicated and establish a one-to-one .

correlation between the positive integers and the series'of-non

terminating decimals . If our Table'embraces all of-the real

numbers between zero . and unity then we would have proven that they

are-denumerable . But examination reveals that no matter how

completely'we develop the set there always'remains an infinity of

numbers which have not been included . This is~evident from the

following consideration : If we write a non-terminating decimal

-which differs from the-first decimal by having 'a different digit

or-, one other than al,'in the first place, and-other than b2 in the

second place, and other than .c3 in the third place., and so on, then .

this number will differ from every number in the Table in-at-least one-

place. This process-can be repreated'by diagonals beginuatang with
3

a2,§3,a4 and' so on,-so that: obviously' there would be an infinity of

numbers not included in the Table, however complete-,we'.attempt.;to



.

c-sub-two, c-sub-thr

on down here to infini

Assuming that we have b

them, we examine it to see ;if

at once a difficulty arises,

rating ) - now this goes
4

nity in both directions .

to order them and count

there is any difficulty, and

is an infinity of number no matter how we arrange this thatI

will not be included . r or instance,. consider the numbers

that you get by taking that diagnoal own here'- write another

number where you ch ge this digit in t e series and charge

that digit, change that digit and so on clear through, you

will clearly have a number that will be diffbVent at least

in one place f40m any number that you may have

Can you s ee/tha. t? That means
number's

then that you have

of the. / in . As a matter of fact,

any of (these diagnnals there would be an infinity

that you would not have included no matter how far, or `completely
W

In other words , our assumption that yz
i ».-c2 V ti

could order them 'a count them ' has proven false . The other

-numbers

conclusion is that they are not denumerable, that they are so

numerous that the infinity of digits that could count all our

fractions, all our algebraic numbers, -

WH Dv y, still .

could not count the sum total of all real numbers . Here is
b eca',O- S

where the logic ,gam subtle .
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The principle that t`s employedAis thisA first we say

that the totality of all real numbers is countable or it is
W R. . . WA- -ff„a,t

not countable . If y i find that when yoa'assume /lit is count-
-Q_

able run into a contradiction, then the conclusion must

5 e that it is non-countable . ,That's the dichotomy. ng
~G0
whether this reasoning is sound or not depends upon whether

the dichotomy is valid . Thiks, for instance, if ,*%i- were to

say that an equation, is, e~.ther reducible or not reducible, r

.P65S~ b' I .' l es C
/
U.SS

would ave two a-s-ses . It belongs ors way or the other . Doe- -1S

~ti 6 At CI' J-l 1GcL11
r ? Is there some middle ground'which belongs to the

zone of that which is not 'reducible and not not,-reducible:'

Some criticism of the reasoning here has been brought from

that angle, but if we accept the soundness of the redo

ad absurdum then it follows that the sum total of all real

numbers is more than a denumerable infinite . Now here is the

interesting fact . In Cantor's time two transfinite numbers

were known. Since then several classes of an infinite number

of transf inite numbers have been discovered . They are it--

mea-s -ab--1g infinitely more numerous than all the other numbers

put together, and yet they are hard to discover, and only two

of them are well known to everybody, namely and "Fs .

Let us suppose we -took ' all (other' number than the

transcendental all the algebraic numbers 3 integers, rational

fractions, a the ordinary irrationals, a the imaginaries

and complex umbers, 'and we placed them out in space as I
i Al

showed before we find this true that between any two of those
f~

numbers that would correspond to specific points -Lke tbe-

points I hA~~ „~+A~ here which we wi

minDO of one plus B

scare

e square ro s
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o htz - - TSA~r an~.two_paints ye can always find another

number . Do you see that from that statement it follows that

age can always find an infinity of other numbers? Here is a

check of our logical sense . If between A and B, or 1 and 2,
-VV

can find another number, if all this is true that between
%44 Q_

any two numbers ' ' can find another number, then it must f ollow

that between those two numbers A can find an infinity of other
tL 2- - ' )GJS*S 0LAI' a " y,

ni tubers . Of course, , quite ite obviously, between yauw Wjand year
wh•i->

another number, bit we call t~hat N, but our rule w .Qu.] d say 5
4`° (r a, vv e. G A,/S/
that between X and Y geu wo- find another number, and so on

ad infinitum . That is another feature of mathematical thinking

CL/4 6~

that is very fundamental . It's part of the step from any-ness

to every-ness .
,WQ

If y-&u can say something about member of a class

or set or group)or co'llection ;(by"any"we mean one picked at

rando4~whatever we can say of 'any we can say of every : .You

see we are picking out `any on the basis, of its general property,

(.,-Qnot .lbout'particularities that may attach to special entities .

Now it would seem, would it not, to you that after we got down

all of the algebraic numbers, all of these numbers we have been

talking about except transcendental; that that plane would be
j\ 1 W AZ

pretty solidly filled wau-fit? )emember that - can

always get an infinity o numbers between any two points . 'et

as a matter of fact that, would be like a sky with the numbers

corresponding to points like stars with vast blank spaces in
Du•11 (f. A/Scli,. 0th-'

between. yeux plane is not t_g} - y filled . Remember, y-a .-

points have ~?o area at'all . They're absolutely sharp, area-less .
w of

They, haven packed that plane , but actually that plane has

infinitely greater spaces in it than the space that would cor-

respond t9-the numbers . In other words, without the transcendentals
W'- IN-1 v~
eyeu dog have a true continuum .



2
d The only- way y-&e can fill that space is by bringing

all of the transcendentals inI think you can begin to see

tke enormous vastness that belongs to the transcendental

numbers as compared to all of the other numbers . So, one

simple notion of Infinity is not enough to take care of our

total problem of determining the cardinality of all possible

al classes . This leads us to what you might call a heirarchy of

infinities .
W), c-

5_ I* The first infinity . corresponds to the total of all10 %1
rl= 4 ;r- 1101d ld integers , which was sufficient to count integers and fractions

-.P "r and in addition suffici nt to count all algebraic numbers, as

b itt i l l h ll l h b 'een wr en var ous y as aa ep nu ora ep su, , -zero some-

,timesJ M- mega~sub-zero , is the first letter
A Co

of the Hebrew alphabet and the-eer is amt' the- last letter

of the Greek . And this is known as the denumerable infinite,

corresponding to the cardinality of all integers . The cardinality

of all real numbers is more than infinitely greater than that .

We have a very interesting multiplication table or certain laws

and it swallows just as

and the answer is just

that attach to these numberp .

t as

subtract a`googalplex from it, we

gee#a1pJ-ex, which i s ten t

You see, a

go on just

l
We take ate, add ere to it,

W~, IM 10

easily .

Add a googalplex to it,

'The answer is

nng4 mug OD

have

Or again, if we
--£~ to id IOU

a r , .1, s~ minus A

~he-e a,~-.~3-98; and , th t , just
/V O 1 i1' --- o .)- .

Lt

canes disturb ±42 calmmin Tat way .
w. I v.- i/,)

whole universe like this ould drop out and ,$ would

as placidly as you ple se . Nothing happene~. . . .Or,

now e,~ us try , something else se ewhate ,ltiplying wsu &do .

We' . multiply d by a googaiplex, i9-#e the 1 0-te t e 1 Q^ m_e-s--

Ir 2 take th ULM



v

0
1cPd I

up_ust_= y hasir1-tt changed it 'at all .

sw

The multiplication

table is very easily learned when it's lik% that!
La, C CL W 9 0 5 t t Il + urrr1 eY thin an multiply'- .,bye, itself ; that,` i S

v
We

haven 't disturbed it yet . It 'takes something .more powerful

to disturb it than that . mean s, none of these processes

have taken us out of the domain of the denumerable infinite .
.Y4,0 O--OA eQ_

This is what you have to do t.o any effect
titlf

w
-1 C-1 S' D O, , o d vv-, .r

,
a

y eand at last
X_ f

that does something ,, ,yeaa get 1 -pu b-ogre 3 the second trans-
)7VC..y ask,

finite number . Now you sa3 sdoes this correspond-to anything?

It corresponds to,the °cardinality of the totality of all real

numbers -including the trans cendentals, and the cardinal ity of

the continuum -- that is, the mass

make all of this space solid . iy,
of numbers it would take to

he same effect of multiplica-

do nd addition applies to . As a matter of fact)
A 1 44 A,

raised to the ,ale power j=est owal ews_t-hat-

it remains al -one. I The

only that affects Js is raising it to theC

power in which case it achieves a higher cardinality and becomes

vI/ .

RIO ~i Now, there is some evidence that ,thds corresponds to a

class of entities with which we actually deal . The statement

is that it , c prrepponds to the number of single valued functions,'v~r I l N
but you - understand that

L t us assume the process
s u

carried to the limit , and we get is /- the symbol of the whole,
11

,
5 l s

The Woloistic .R IPhe most comprehensive conception evolved in

the mind of man,,,And since the mind of man is a part of the

4ole it could not evolve something greater than the dole,

hen ce the most

is
adequate symbol of the vastitude of the

hock

whole

-16-
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Ybxr googalplex by now is.a microscopic pellet .

1,5

In the sea of the ,.i.llimitable, the whole galactic universe,

nay,-a denumerable infinity of galactic universes of the

same size, would dissolve into k sub-microscopic insignificance .

It really makes no differ nee whether you call the universe

an Illusion, as ShankaraW\ and as the Buddhists do, ,or whether

you call it Real, as Sri Aurobindo does . In any case, in

the presence of the multiple infinitude of the Whole , they

are absorbed as insignificant irrelevance . Hence, whether t
aw '~

real orn illusion is not a point of vital importance .

.-When a mathematician speaks of the infinite, he does

not mean merely a big number . He means things like this

series of which we have spoken . But he means in differentiating

between infinities of different orders that they still have a

character, that it is not a blank of largeness in which there

is no element of determinateness at all, but ratter that they

have a character so that there is something distinguishable -

a heirarchy of infinities . Now the question would arise, how

could a finite creature ever know, ever realize, the Infinite .

And the answer is, a finite creature never could, for the

finite creature would be limited to a progression of finite

steps, and in a finite time could never realize the Infinite .

But if the reality of man, nay the reality of all creatures,

of all entities, is ~ that they are part and parcel of the Infinite,

not merely cut off apparent finite fractions ,but co-extensive

with the Infinite, then the Infinite is knowable in the sense

of Realization by the simple removal of an obscurationv- the-

s 6eminA of finitude

seat-- n. I considered it very significant when Dedekind

gave his existence--theorem concerning the reality or existence

of infinite manifolds

-17 -
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4

119.1 ON&
'said, take the ideas in the human mind . .eau can have

Rio wa-
an idea which we call mane and then ysbr can have an idea

cc x CU 17- of that idea, which we'll call a.- e, and then the a- 4iie

can be put in the first series as an object of thought and

o a-ea®end woul be the idea of this idea, and that can
I At tz Ii' 6tSQ6-i

be placed up here and the process continuelin that manner .

Every idea in the second series would be in the first, but

there would be one idea in the first series that is not in

the second .' Particularly he gives the idea of our own ego

as one not included in the second . . Y
o C .5 h.a-V•sie~fl~ ~,flr~ ; , the same cardinality because of the 1-to-1

relationship ; therefore , th ideas in the human mind are
iVot

infinite . Now that doe s&-t mean that they are infinite in

the sense of actual concrete thinking of an infinity of ideas .
ing

You might say it is infinite by this power of a genera'/pro-

gressihon . But the very power to generate the progression and

to see It points to its infinitude . I know these ideas have

some subtleties in them. They are not too easily grasped .

I am quite sure that the lecture of last Sunday probably seems

rather simple now, and . the googalplex is something you may

take in your stride relative to this$

I' have been thinking during the last few days of a

possibility of formulating the first principle of what we

might call a holoistic mathematic, and I might by next Sunday
VV i '7

be prepared to give a first talk on this, but I1, have to

J

to use the basic holoistic concept to use the mathematics 0
Hi-0-t wal U~=Vetonciyl-f ' fil.•.i6 A7,-V4 ~'

of the trans-finite . This, is preparatory in' one sense to 4-hat .,

assume that you are familiar with the kind of thinking we've

been doing tonight . It will prove necessary if we' are going

(.t r o . . _~ / Ll q-~Os,~ , d sx C LA,
some mrn a adequate

-18-



understanding of what is meant when we speak of the Whole .

j S ,jgo simple denumerable infinite but a vast non-denumerable

Infinity, compounded , an infinity of times . Naturally, we

sink as relative beings into a less than microscopi significance
V eL6 NESS

compared to That, but he who knows that this

• which is none other than-Parabrahm,is That with which in truth
91te 115

n identical , need not identify himself with an insignificant

finite appearance but may know, as Shankara said, that he is

not only a part of Parabrahm but that he is identical with the

Whole of Parabrahm.

Now let us add to that , Sri Aurobindo_I s insistences "JDOA/

individuality. By the use of the conceptions we employed to-

night it is quite readily_ possible to reconcile those two

statemepts of Identity -of Parabra1 the whole of the Holoistic,
4-i N(

and yetAinfinite variety of infinite individuality . That, I

think, is enough for toni h


